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Anger -VS- Evil!Herobrine is causing havoc. Alex and Steve need to go to a safe place in order to

think of a plan to stop him. Time to go tunneling! Oh no, but that means working together with Steve

in a tight space, which isn't Alex's forte. Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 6!- - - -
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Finally found the book to review it. I read it in one sitting. Crafty Nichole does it again!Just for the

benefit of those folks who read this review and aren't familiar with the Diary of an Angry Alex series:

You had best start with Book 1 and follow the story along. Trust me, it's not hard to get hooked on it.



The story focuses on Alex, one of the two default skins/characters in Minecraft. The other, Steve, is

Alex's companion in the story. But they don't really get along. Well, just enough to deal with a villain

like in this one!Each of the Diary of an Angry Alex is its own adventure. Like Alex plotting to kill

Steve, Alex being mad at the villagers, and Alex and Steve meeting an evil Steve clone. Book 6 of

the series finds Alex and Steve hiding in a village that they'd help build in a previous story. The

village is under-attack by the "anti-Steve" (Herobrine) who's bent on destroying everything, it seems.

All the stories are told from Alex's point of view. While both Alex and Steve want to get rid of the bad

guy, Alex has mixed feelings about Steve and has often thought of getting rid of him as well.

However, Alex is not a bad person at heart; it's just that Steve is really annoying from her point of

view.I encourage you to read these stories! They are very funny, and Alex is a likable character

despite her flaws and epic failures. Steve is an annoying twerp seen through her eyes, but we know

he isn't a bad guy either. Aside from the characters, what will really capture Minecraft fans is how

the author skillfully incorporates elements of the game into the story. It will really make you laugh.

It's brilliant.I have no suggestions other than Alex - who started out as a novice miner and fighter in

Book 1 - should grow more experienced and skillful in later stories. Now I wonder, will there be an

"Alex vs. Steve" in the future? :)

Before I begin, I will like to say that this is my FAVORITE Crafty Nicole series.In this exciting chapter

of Diary of an Angry Alex, Alex and Steve are trapped in a village that is under siege by Herobrine.

They mine their way out to try to escape. After many failed attemps they finally seek shelter in a

Ocean Monument. What will happen to them in side the Monument? Will Herobrine find Alex and

her companion?Sorry for any spoils, I hope I didn't give away too much.This is (in my opinion) the

best series for Crafty Nicole. I like how she puts reviewers in her books a the end. I've seen W. shi

"JENN", Power, and Astrocat, which are at the top of my list when it comes to reviewers. (P.S. I

hope you three like the compliment) I've read most of your book Nicole and my favorites are: Diary

of a minecraft griever, diary of a grumpy villager, and this one.Soâ€¦Yeah, this is my first review for a

Crafty Nichole book (partly because you write so fast and so much. But you're not like Mark Mulle) I

hope you keep one writing.(For more reviews by me check out Cube Kid, Calvin Crowther, Luna

Lily, and MC Bob.--The guy that starts with an S

Now I'm bored. Cuz I finished it. So now I'm not going yes finally. I'm going I want book 7. So now

I'm your slave driver! I will BEAT you Crafty Nichole via WHIP made of FISH BONE and will FORCE

you to complete book 7 NOW!Also, have more fish in book 7. There were lots here, it's



improvement, have just as many and possibly more, k?Cuz fishrulz#GetFishd

This book is awesome and fun, so readers that are looking for an fun adventure with 2 of the main

characters in minecraft. Now, this book is about Alex and Steve trapped in a city, and Alex's idea on

building an army of iron golems didn't work. Herobrine attacks the village with a wither, and an army

of spiders. I'm really sorry if I spoiled any parts of the story for you.

This book is one of the few minecraft books about a girl, more importantly Alex! I love reading books

with the characters name like a person i know even better me! My name is alex and i want to say"

Good work nicole,keep it up!"Thank you for being an awesome author! Love,one of your biggest

fans.

I have been waiting sooo long. When I searched CRAFTY NICHOLE, no new books popped up so I

clicked the arrow>sort order>publication date and found THIS! I might not be reviewing for a while

because of a 2 month vaca at Hawaii, but I will continue reading!! :D

Crafty Nichols is very imaginative!!I LOVE THIS SERIES!!!!!!!!!! First of all the books just come out in

about 5 weeks, which is

awesome!!!!!!ðŸ˜ŠðŸ˜€ðŸ˜•ðŸ˜‚ðŸ˜„ðŸ˜…ðŸ˜ƒðŸ˜‡ðŸ˜‰ðŸ˜œðŸ˜•ðŸ˜•ðŸ˜ŽðŸ™‹ðŸ™ŒðŸ™†ðŸ˜¸ðŸ˜¹ðŸ˜

»ðŸ•¹ðŸ•¶ðŸ•¯(All I could find!)

another angry Alex! also one more thing in your next book tell me if yiu play minecraft or not. If you

do, go to mineplex tje sever ip is mineplex.com and type /friend 12log. I know it is a dumb username

but, I wasn't feeling creative
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